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Abstract. Manual serial sectioning which includes consecutive steps of sample preparation and
Electron Back Scattering Diffraction (EBSD) measurement was employed to extract the twodimensional (2D) sections of a pure nickel sample and to reconstruct the three-dimensional
(3D) microstructure. A general alignment algorithm based on the minimization of
misorientation between two adjacent sections has been developed to accurately align the
sections. By employing this alignment algorithm, any in-plane (translational) and rotational
misalignment as well as the planparallelity can be corrected. Surface triangulation technique
was used to reconstruct the grain boundary surfaces. The Grain Boundary Character
Distribution (GBCD) was derived from reconstructed grain boundaries. The results show that a
smoother grain boundary plane can be obtained after precise translational and rotational
alignment and correction of planparallelity.
The relative grain boundary energy was computed as a function of the five grain boundary
parameters based on equilibrium at triple lines. The results show that the grain boundary planes
carrying a Σ3 type misorientation are dominantly parallel to the {111} crystal plane, which
indicates the presence of coherent twin boundaries. It was observed that coherent Σ3 type
boundaries exhibit the minimum relative grain boundary energy, which is approximately 57%
smaller than the average of all Σ3 boundaries, including also incoherent twin boundaries.

1. Introduction
Although many microstructural features can be characterized with conventional 2D
techniques, there remain many important microstructural properties (e.g. detailed grain
boundary features) that can only be measured in three-dimensions (3D). it is well-known that
a full description of grain boundary planes is done with 5 parameters: 3 parameters of
misorientation across the grain boundary and 2 parameters of the normal to the grain
boundary plane [1]. The techniques for 3D characterization of the microstructures are based
on two different approaches: (i) observation with high energy radiation and [2, 3] and (ii) by
serial sectioning [4-6]. Furthermore, some stereological methods have been proposed and
employed to estimate the 3D information from 2D images [7].
Serial sectioning has been the most widely used method to acquire 3D data at the
macro/microscale of opaque materials. In this technique, a series of closely spaced parallel
sections reveal the third dimension of the microstructure. The usual method for serial
sectioning involves the cyclic removal of parallel layers of the sample, followed by imaging
(e.g. by EBSD) of the planar sections [4, 8]. The removal of the material for serial sectioning
can be performed with different methods: e.g. mechanical polishing, chemical polishing,
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) tomography and laser or electrical discharge ablation [5].
Independent of the method employed for the preparation of the sections, the serial sectioning
technique suffers from the misalignment between the sections which needs to be accurately
corrected before further data processing [9].
The goal of this research is to derive complete grain boundary structural properties and to
calculate the relative grain boundary energy for materials with relatively large grain size.
2. Experimental techniques
Wide field 3D Electron Back-Scattering Diffraction (EBSD) was performed on a pure nickel
sample by a serial sectioning technique with mechanical polishing. The sample preparation
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was done by conventional mechanical polishing to remove a layer with a certain thickness (7
μm). After each polishing step, the EBSD measurements was performed in a high resolution
FEG-SEM (of type FEI QuantaTM450®) on a large area (3200 ×3200 μm2) with an in-plane
step size of 6 μm to obtain the local crystallographic orientations. In order to meticulously fix
the scan area on subsequent layers for EBSD measurements, micro-Vickers indentations
were used to mark a grid on the sample. These indentations were also used to measure the
thickness of each removed layer.
After collecting 50 consecutive sections the 3D volume was reconstructed. Reconstruction
was carried out using two algorithms: (i) the first one for precise alignment of the sections
and (ii) the second one for the surface meshing of the grain boundary planes by triangulation.
An x-y alignment algorithm has been proposed by Lee et al. [10], which is based on the
minimization of the average disorientation between two adjacent sections for translational
alignment. In this research, this technique is improved by including rotational alignment in
addition to the translational alignment. The rotation was carried out by θ° about a rotation
axis which was defined by α and β as altitude and azimuth with respect to the sample
coordinate system. After each rotation, the scan data were mapped into the new location and
the orientations were recalculated by a transformation matrix based on θ° rotation about the
axis defined by α and β angles. Figure 1 shows the results of the mentioned alignment
procedure. It can be seen that any translational and rotational misalignment as well as the
planparallelity (in case of 2 non-parallel consecutive sections which usually appears as a
stretched image in the EBSD map) has been precisely corrected.
The second algorithm was used for grain boundary plane triangulation. To this purpose, two
grain boundaries between two pairs of corresponding triple junctions were divided into equal
segments and triangulation was carried out based on an algorithm proposed by Saylor et al
[11].
3. Results and discussion
The results of the reconstructed microstructures are presented in Figure 2. It can be seen that
by applying the full alignment procedure (translational plus rotational, cf. Figure 2c), instead
of only the translational alignment (cf. Figure 2b) a smoother grain boundary plane is
obtained. Together with the improvement of the grain boundary smoothness, the nonuniform orientation spread observed in Figure 2a,b does not appear in Figure 2c. It implies
that the full alignment method generates more uniform orientations, which is more realistic
for a fully recrystallized structure. This observation is directly related to the correction of the
planparallelity and rotational misalignment, which was illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Results of the registration of two consecutive sections, a) the first section is considered as the
fixed section, b) the second section after only the translational correction, and c) the second section
after translational and rotational alignment. The black lines can be used for comparison between the
results.
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Figure 2. ND inverse pole figure volume of the reconstructed microstructure together with the cross
section of the specified plane (red lines), a) the stack of the original EBSD data without any alignment,
b) after translational alignment, and c) after translational and rotational alignment.

In order to calculate the grain boundary character distribution, the distribution of the normal
to each triangle in the triangulated grain boundary mesh was taken into account. For each
type of misorientation, the stereographic projection of the normal to the grain boundary in
the crystal reference frame was plotted. Figure 3a and b shows the distribution of the grain
boundary planes for Σ3 type of misorientations after translational and full alignment,
respectively. It is obvious that a precise alignment of the 2D sections (cf. Figure 3b), which
results in a smoother grain boundary plane, gives a more concentrated distribution with
higher intensity, whereas the distribution obtained after the translational alignment is very
close to the random distribution. The results also show that the grain boundary planes of Σ3
type of misorientations are dominantly terminated by {111} crystal planes, which indicates
the presence of coherent twin boundaries. Similar results have been obtained from serial
sectioning by FIB tomography [7].
The 3D information was also used to calculate the relative grain boundary energy based on
the equilibrium at the triple junctions (Herring’s relation). To this purpose, the torque term
of the grain boundary energy was calculated using the normal to the grain boundary, whereas
the surface tension part was obtained using the tangent to the grain boundary, cf. Equation 1.
3
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Figure 3. Distribution of grain boundary normals for Σ3 type of misorientation, a) after translational
alignment, and b) after translational and rotational alignment. c) Distribution of the relative grain
boundary energy for Σ3 type of misorientation.
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Where i is the relative grain boundary energy at triple junctions, ni is the normal to the grain
boundary, i is the angle of rotation about triple line and ti is the tangent to the grain
boundary (the cross product of n and triple line).
The relative grain boundary energy was calculated using a method proposed by Adams et al.
[12], which is based on discretization of the misorientation space and normal to the grain
boundary space and employing multiscale statistical analysis on 3D data sets. The results of
this calculation for grain boundaries carrying Σ3 type of misorientations is presented in
Figure 3c. As expected, the Σ3 type of misorientations with coherent twin boundaries
(terminated by {111} crystal planes) exhibit the minimum relative grain boundary energy,
which is approximately 57% smaller than the average of all Σ3 boundaries, including also
incoherent twin boundaries.
4. Conclusions
A general alignment algorithm was used to correct in-plane (translational) and rotational
misalignment as well as the planparallelity, which resulted in a better reconstruction of the
3D microstructure, illustrated by smoother grain boundary planes. Detailed grain boundary
features, including the grain boundary character distribution (GBCD), were calculated from
reconstructed grain boundaries. The results show that in a pure nickel sample the grain
boundary planes of Σ3 type are dominantly terminated by {111} planes, which indicates the
presence of coherent twin boundaries. It was also observed that for Σ3 type of grain
boundaries, the relative grain boundary energy has the minimum value when the grain
boundary plane is parallel to {111} plane.
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